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Welcome! I’m so happy to share this powerful, yet simple tool to help you
awaken to the truth that YOU ARE SOURCE ENERGY INCARNATE.
The Daily Infusions of Light is a conscious communication with your body
intelligence and energetic matrix which creates the illusion of your current
reality.
Your body is your Divine Vehicle for awakening in this lifetime. There is no
embodiment of consciousness or expanded awareness without bringing it
through the physical and energetic systems. As Divine Beings, we are
here to break through the illusions and create from the Knowing that we
are infinite source - far beyond what is currently perceived as real within
the hologram.
My work is all about waking up to the truth of who you are as a Divine
Creator.
The best way to approach this work is by having a conscious dialog
speaking out loud with your body, mind and spirit. Please note, these are
not affirmations, but powerful commands/requests for your body and
energetic systems to embody your Light. Doing this technique daily and
speaking it out loud helps to reprogram the distortions in your matrix.
This is an active communication and is best done while fully awake and
conscious - in other words, not in autopilot!
You are a powerful creator and wayshower of truth.
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In the name of Divine Source and the Light that I AM, I call forth Pure
Source Energy to infuse every aspect of my matrix, crystallizing the truth
that I AM Living Light and Love.
I flow Divine Light into my matrix igniting my physical, emotional, mental,
spiritual and cosmic intelligence to align /BE with Source energy that I AM,
creating health, boundless energy, clarity, wellbeing and happiness in
every moment as I live as an authentic wayshower.
I align with my Higher Self and KNOW that my choices create my reality. I
consciously choose to live the truth that I am Source energy embodied.
With each decision I make, I direct my Omnipresent Self to dissolve any
and all thoughts, belief systems, habits, programs and wiring, which keep
me in ego creating illusion and disconnected from my truth.
I AM a Divine Being of Light and a powerful creator. I choose to live fully
aligned, continuously evolving into higher levels of consciousness and
creating my reality as a sovereign Being of Light.
I call forth my Divine wisdom to amplify my guidance and knowing with
every breath I take, expanding my consciousness.
My conscious breath aligns me with Universal Love, amplifying my ability
to radiate truth and live from my expanded heart.
I AM Divine Light and Love raising the consciousness of all I come into
contact with to create a new reality based in universal truth.
I AM Divine. I Am Powerful. I AM Consciously Creating A New Reality
which reflects the truth of who I AM - Infinite Source Energy & Light!
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